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Thesupercurrentthat establishesbetweentwosuperconductorsconnectedthroughanormal Nmesoscopic
linkiscarriedbyquasiparticulestateslocalizedwithinthelink,the‘‘Andreevboundstates(ABS)’’.Whereas
thedcpropertiesofthissupercurrentinSNSjunctionsarenowwellunderstood,itsdynamicalpropertiesare
still an unresolved issue. In this letter we probe this dynamics by inductively coupling an NS ring to a
multimode superconducting resonator, thereby implementing both a phase bias and current detection at
high frequency. Whereas at very low temperatures we essentially measure the phase derivative of the
supercurrent, at higher temperature we find a surprisingly strong frequency dependence in the current
response of the ring: the ABS do not follow adiabatically the phase modulation. This experiment also
illustrates a new tool to probe the fundamental time scales of phase coherent systems that are decoupled
from macroscopic normal contacts and thermal baths.
A
dissipationless current is known to flow through a thin (subnanometer) insulating barrier between two
superconductors S with a superconducting phase difference, the well-known Josephson effect.
1 This
supercurrent may also flow through a long (micrometer) non-superconducting metal wire at low tem-
peratures,aspectacularconsequenceofthequantumphasecoherencethroughoutthenormalmetal.Thewaythe
supercurrent responds to a dc phase difference, the current-phase relation,
2 was only recently measured with a
Hallprobe.
3ItreflectsthephasedependenceoftheABS,
4entangledelectron-holestateswhichforminthenormal
metal as a consequence of the superconducting mirror-like boundary conditions. Discrete phase dependent ABS
wererecentlydetectedinacarbonnanotubebetweenSelectrodes
5.InadiffusiveSNSjunction,withNlongerthan
the superconducting coherence length, the ABS spectrum is a quasi-continuum of levels with a small energy gap
Eg
2,7 independent of D. This minigap depends solely on the wire length L and the diffusion constant D, via the
ThoulessenergyETh5B/tD,wheretD5L
2/DisthediffusiontimethroughtheNwire.Egisfullymodulatedbythe
phase difference Q between the superconducting order parameters on both sides: it is maximal at Q5 0 with
Eg 0 ðÞ ^3:1ETh and goes linearly to zero at Q5p, as recently measured by scanning tunneling spectroscopy.
8 The
phase dependent Josephson current IJ(Q) at equilibrium sums the contributions of each ABS of energy en, via
in~ 2e
B
Len
LQ, the current carried by level n with occupation factor pn:
IJ Q ðÞ ~
X
n
pn en Q ðÞ ðÞ in Q ðÞ : ð1Þ
Its amplitude (the critical current Ic)i s1 1 GNETh/e at T 5 0 where GN is the normal state conductance of the
normal wire and is thus independent of D, the superconducting gap of the electrodes. Ic decreases roughly
exponentially with an increasing temperature on the scale of Eg. The phase dependence of IJ is non-sinusoidal
at low temperatures, but turns sinusoidal at T . Eg.
2,3 This behavior presents striking analogies with persistent
current of purely normal rings.
6
Whereasthedcpropertiesoftheproximityeffect(PE)atequilibriuminlongSNSjunctionsarewellunderstood
theoreticallyandexperimentally,itsdynamicsisamorecomplicatedandyetunresolvedissue.Inparticulartheac
currentresponsetoatimedependentphasewhichaffectsbothABSenergylevelsandtheirpopulationsstillneeds
to bedetermined. Atleast tworelaxation timesshould playarole,one related tothe relaxation ofthe populations
following a change of the energy levels, another related to the dynamics of the Andreev levels and possibly also a
contribution due to the generation of quasiparticles. Which of the electron-electron, electron-phonon, diffusion
or dephasing times are relevant in these processes? Experimentally, there are many ways in which to impose an
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ing voltage to the time derivative of the phase, a voltage bias across
the junction causes a time dependent phase and the I(V) curve is a
probe of the dynamics of the PE. Irradiating the junction with an RF
field, which produces Shapiro steps in the I(V), is another. Both the
critical currentin currentbiased experiments
9,11and thecomplete dc
Josephson current vs phase relation
3 have been shown to be very
sensitive to RF excitation at frequencies of the order of or larger than
1/tD. In addition, the electron-phonon scattering rate has also been
shown to set the frequency scale for the hysteresis in current biased
experiments
11.
In contrast to these previous experiments on SNS junctions
3,9–11
probing the dynamics in strongly non-linear regimes, in this paper
we present a linear response experiment at high frequencies. We
probe the dynamics of ABS by inductively coupling an NS ring to
a multimode superconducting resonator, thereby implementing
both a phase bias and current detection at high frequency.
Whereas at low temperature the response is essentially non dissip-
ativeandgivenbythefluxderivativeoftheJosephsoncurrentaquite
different behavior is observed at large temperature compared to the
minigap. The frequency dependence of the responsereveals, in addi-
tion to the dissipation-less current, a strong dissipative component,
with a Debye-type frequency dependence and relaxation time of
the order of tD. The dc phase dependence of the high frequency
current response is very different from the dc supercurrent, and
strongly non-sinusoidal. We show that this high harmonics content
is well explained by phase dependent Andreev levels with a time-
independent population, suggesting that the energy relaxation
time is by far longer than the nanosecond time-scale probed by the
experiment.
Results
The experiment consists in inductively coupling an NS ring to a
multimode superconducting stripline resonator operating between
300 MHz and 6 GHz, see Figs. 1 and 2. Two different NS rings were
probed, differing only by the length of the S loop.
The N part of the NS ring is a mesoscopic high purity Au wire
1.5 3 0.3 mm
2, 50 nm thick. The estimated normal state resistance is
RN 5 1/GN 5 0.5 V corresponding to a conductance g 5 2 3 10
4 in
units of 2e
2/h. The normal wire is patterned between the resonator
meander lines by e-beam lithography, and thermally evaporated
onto the substrate. The S part is constructed with a W nanowire
deposited using a focused ion beam. The sample is thus an ac-squid
embeddedintheresonator.Thedcsuperconductingphasedifference
Q at the boundaries of the N wire is imposed by a magnetic flux Wdc
created by a magnetic field perpendicular to the ring plane:
Q~{2pWdc=W0 ð2Þ
withW05h/2ethesuperconductingfluxquantum.Inaddition,anac
flux dWw cos(wt) is generated by the ac current in the resonator. At
low enough frequency the current in the NS ring should follow
adiabatically the oscillating flux, and the ac response should be
entirelyinphase,givenbythefluxderivativeoftheJosephsoncurrent
hIJ(Wdc)/hW, also called the inverse kinetic inductance. But at high
frequencies the ac current dIw in the ring can have both an in-phase
and out-of-phase response to the ac flux:
dIw Wdc ðÞ ~x’ w,Wdc ðÞ dWw cos wt ðÞ zx’’ w,Wdc ðÞ dWw sin wt ðÞ , ð3Þ
where x 5 x9 1 ix0, the complex susceptibility of the ring, is related
to its complex admittance Y 5 1/Z by x 5 iwY. The aim of the
experiment is to determine x(Q) of the ring at the successive eigen-
frequencies of the resonator. It is deduced from the periodic flux
dependencesoftheresonancefrequenciesandinversequalityfactors
measured with high accuracy (see methods). It is important to dis-
tinguish the internal flux Wint from the applied flux Wext related by
Wint 5 Wext 1 LgIJ(Wint) where Lg , 15 pH is the geometrical induct-
ance of the ring. This screening effect concerns both the ac and dc
components of the flux leading to the following relation between the
intrinsic susceptibility of the ring x and the measured one xm:
Figure 1 | Left:Principleoftheexperiment,theaccurrentintheresonator(doublemeanderline)inducesafluxmodulationthroughtheNSring. The
complex susceptibility of the ring modifies the resonator impedance. Right: Electron micrograph of the NS rings inserted in the niobium resonator,
(meanderlinestructurebelow).TheSpartlargeringisattachedtotheresonatorwhereasthesmalloneisnot.Thisdifferenceonlyaffectsthecalculationof
the inductive coupling between the ring and the resonator.
Figure 2 | Raw data x9m(Wext) and x0m(Wext), see Eq. (2), (thick lines)
measured on the large ring, as a function of the applied external flux and
same data corrected for the geometrical inductance as a function of
internalflux:x9(Wint)(triangles)andx0(Wint)(circles),at670 mKand1K
and f1 5 365 MHz. At 1 K x and xm are barely distinguishable.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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xm
1zLgxm
ð4Þ
These differences between xm(Wext) and x(Wint) are undetectable
when Lg is small compared to the kinetic inductance (see Fig. 2 data
on the large ring at 1 K). This is not the case at lower temperatures
when the parameter b 5 2pLgIc(T)/W0 is of the order of unity or
larger. This is why we have investigated different size of rings with
normal junctions of identical sizes (see Fig. 1), the small ring (Lg 5
2.5 pH) is such that b # 0.5 down to 50 mK. The large loop (Lg , 15
pH) is more adapted to the investigation of higher temperature data
since hysteresis, corresponding to b $ 1, occurs below 600 mK. We
nevertheless exploited the low temperature data on this large loop to
determine the Thouless energy of the N wire which is one of the key
parameters. Ic(T) is first deduced from the temperature dependence
of the hysteresis amplitude dWext(T) 5 2LgIc(T). ETh is then obtained
from the expression of Ic T ðÞ ! kBT=ETh ðÞ
3=2exp {
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pkBT=ETh
p   
,
calculated from Ref.
14. We find ETh~90+10mK^D=80.
Below we discuss the phase dependence of x(Q) with Q deduced
from Wint through Eq. (2) and replacing Wdc by Wint. Fig. 3 and Fig.4
present x9(Q) and x0(Q) for different temperatures and resonator
eigenmodes. Each curve is the average of 30 to 100 magnetic field
scans.Atalowtemperaturecomparedtotheminigaptheresponseis
essentially non-dissipative with no oscillations detectable in x0(W).
x9(W) is practically the flux derivative of the Josephson current, see
Figure 4 | Phasedependenceof x9and x0fordifferent temperatures 0.55,
0.67 and 1 K all greater than the minigap and 2 different frequencies
f5365MHz and 1500MHz. The amplitude of the Josephson currents
calculated are IJ(0.67K) 5 18 mA and IJ(1 K) 5 6 mA. Circles: fit with
x?
in Q,T ðÞ = 1ziwt ðÞ , see expressions (5) and (6) calculated from Usadel
equation
21attemperaturescorrespondingtokBT55,6and8EThgivingthe
best agreement with experimental data. The amplitude of the theoretical
curveshasbeen rescaledby afactor0.3.All the curves havebeenarbitrarily
shifted along the vertical axis.
Figure 3 | (a)and (b) External and internal flux dependence of x9 measured on the small ring at 50 mK and 600 MHz in comparison with theoretical
predictionsassuminganadiabaticresponseofthering. AquantitativeagreementbetweentheoryisobtainedtakingIc5110mAwhichiscomparableto
the expected value Ic 5 150 mA 5 10.8ETh/W0. There is no detectable flux dependent signal on x0. (c) Comparison between the integrated signal and the
predicted current phase relation.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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T 5 0.5 K as shown in Fig. 4. The first surprise is the observation,
beside the non-dissipative response x9,o falarger flux dependent
dissipative response x0, over the entire frequency range investigated
(365 MHz to 3 GHz). In addition, x9(Q) is not a pure cosine even
though the dc Josephson current is sinusoidal at these temperatures,
implying that x9(Q) is not simply xJ(Q) 5 (2p/W0)hIJ(Q)/hQ.W e
define the quantities dx9 and dx0 as the flux dependent parts of x9
and x0. The frequency dependence of these quantities are plotted in
Fig. 5 for different temperatures above the minigap. We find that
dx(w)followsasimpleDebye-typedependence,dx(w)5dx(0)/(11
iwt), with: dx(0), of the order of xJ as expected for the w 5 0 limit,
and the relaxation time t equal to 0.6 6 0.2 ns, roughly 7 times tD.
When expressed in terms of admittance like in the theoretical work
in
21 dY(w) 5 dx(w)/iw, our findings suggest that the flux dependent
part of <dYw ðÞ exhibits an effective Drude like frequency depend-
ence which is independent of frequency at w=1=t. We find no
significant temperature dependence of t between 0.5 and 1 K.
However our low temperature results indicate that this Debye-type
relaxation mechanism does not describe the dynamics below the
Thouless energy.
Discussion
We now discuss possible explanations of this linear-response data at
temperatureslargerthantheminigap.Onecauseofdissipation isthe
relaxationofthepopulationsofAndreevlevelswhichwasinvokedto
explainnon-equilibriumeffectsinvoltagebiasedconfigurationssuch
as fractional Shapiro steps.
15 This relaxation is characterized by the
inelastic time tin which is the shortest of the electron-electron and
electron-phonon scattering times. At temperatures larger than the
minigap, it yields a frequency dependent contribution proportional
tothesumoverthespectrumofthesquareofthesinglelevelcurrent.
Notethesimilaritybetween thisrelaxation mechanism and thefinite
temperature persistent current relaxation mechanism in Aharonov
Bohm mesoscopic N rings discussed in Ref.
16–18. The susceptibility is
hence
xin w ðÞ ~
X
n pn
Lin
LQ
zin Q ðÞ
Lpn
Len
Len
LQ
1
1ziwtin
  
~
LIJ Q ðÞ
LQ
{
iwtin
1ziwtin
F Q,T ðÞ ,
ð5Þ
where the non-adiabatic contribution F Q,T ðÞ ~{
P
n i2
n
Lpn
Len
hi
can
be written in the continuous spectrum limit in terms of the spectral
current J e ðÞand the density re ðÞof the the Andreev levels as:
F Q,T ðÞ ~
Ð
J2 Q,e ðÞ
 
kBTre Þ ðÞ ½  de. This function exhibits a sharp
anomaly at Q 5 p related to the closing of the minigap and when
wtin?1 this anomaly contributes substantially to x(Q), reproducing
our experimental findings at temperatures larger than the minigap
(see Figs. 4 and 6). In the temperature range of the experiment, T #
1K ,tinshouldbetheelectron-electronscatteringtime
24,25.Giventhe
Sboundaries tinisprobablyoftheorderoreven longerthanitsvalue
in a finite length quasi 1D wire, itself much longer than the phase
coherence time of an infinite wire or of the same wire connected to
normal reservoirs. Since in the experiment T=gETh=kB^1000K,
tin T ðÞ ^gB=kBT^100 ns at 1 K, much longer that the nanosecond
time scales investigated. Thus already at MHz frequencies Andreev
level populations do not relax and are effectively frozen at their dc
values. Equation 5 leads to x’ in<x?
in Q,T ðÞ ~
P
n pn
Lin
LQ
hi
and
x’’ in~F Q ðÞ =wtin in this limit.
Whereas the above model describes the measured phase depend-
ence x9(Q) quite well (Fig. 4) for the large temperature data, it pre-
dicts a frequency independent amplitude in the investigated
frequency range, which is not what is observed experimentally.
Moreover the predicted x0 is more than two orders of magnitude
smaller than the experimental values and has a predominant p peri-
odic component (due to the squared spectral current in the non-
adiabatic contribution) which contrasts with the 2p measured peri-
odicity. The experimental Debye relaxation of Fig. 5 must therefore
be due to a second, different relaxation time t much shorter than tin.
It is indeed expected that as the driving frequencies become of the
order of the inverse diffusion time, the Andreev levels cannot follow
the phase oscillations. The relevance of the diffusion time for super-
conductivity in adisordered superconductorin the vicinity ofTcwas
already discussed long ago
9,22. The authors found an effective
Figure 6 | Top: schematic representation of the phase dependent minigap
closing linearly at Q 5 p. Bottom: dotted line, adiabatic low frequency
responsex0(W)o fa nN Sr i n ghIJ/hW at kBT 5 8ETh. Continuous line: non-
adiabaticcontributionobtainedwhenthefrequencyislargecomparedtothe
inverse relaxation time of the populations. F(Q,T)
19,21 was calculated using
Usadel equations
20 in the limit kBT?ETh, F Q,T ðÞ ^ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
pGNETh
 
ekBT
  
{pzmod pzQ,2p ðÞ {sgn sin Q ðÞ ðÞ sin2 Q=2=p ðÞ sin Q ðÞ ð . Bold line: total
response calculated, xin(Q) 5 x0(Q) 2 F(Q,T), for kBT 5 8ETh and wtin 5
100, reproducing experimental results as shown on Fig. 4.
Figure 5 | Frequency dependence of dx9 and dx0 for two different
temperatures above the minigap. Continuous lines: fits according to
Debye relaxation laws with t 5 0.6 ns. Inset: frequency dependence of the
ratio dx0/dx9 for several temperatures. The linear dependence in 2pf
confirmsthe validity oftheDebye relaxation fits. Circles: T51 K, crosses:
T50.67 K.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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2/4)tD. This justifies
to fit the experimental results at w?1=tin with
x w,Q,T ðÞ ~x?
in Q,T ðÞ = 1ziwt ðÞ : ð6Þ
We show in Fig. 4 that the phase dependence of x9 and x0 are well
reproduced by Eq. (6) with t 5 0.6 ns and x?
in Q ðÞ , the infinite fre-
quency limit of (5). We use a single rescaling factor 0.3 for all data,
attributed to errors in the estimation of the mutual inductance
between the ring and the resonator. Recent work
26 on the finite
frequencyresponseofaSINISjunctionwheretheNmesoscopicwire
is isolated from the electrodes by an insulating barrier lead to a
frequency dependent response with a characteristic time propor-
tional to tD and similar flux dependences for x9 and x0, as observed
here. These results refer to the situation of temperature above the
minigap, since its value is strongly suppressed bytunnel barriers. On
the other hand, the computation of the highfrequency impedance of
a SNS junction with highly transmitting N/S interfaces recently per-
formed in
21 emphasizes the excitation of quasiparticles above the
minigap as another dissipation mechanism. These results agree with
our low temperature data and high temperature data at moderate
frequency but the Debye-type frequency dependence relaxation is
notreproduced. Thus it seems plausible that the unexpected dissipa-
tion mechanism we found is related with diffusion of thermally
excited (above the minigap) quasiparticles across the N part of the
structure.
In conclusion we have measured the high frequency linear res-
ponse of NS rings. At kBT=Eg the response is essentially non-
dissipative and given by the flux derivative of the Josephson current.
At kBT?Eg our results show the existence of a strong dissipative
component in addition to the expected dissipationless current.
Moreover we also observe a strong frequency variation of the flux
dependent kinetic inductance beyond adiabaticity, revealing the
existenceoftwodifferentrelaxationtimes:(i)Theinelasticrelaxation
time of the populations of the Andreev levels, much longer than the
experimentalinvestigatedtimescales.Itexplainstheharmonicscon-
tentofthedcfluxdependence ofx9(W)resultingfromthefreezing of
those populations which do not follow the time dependent flux, (ii)
Another, much faster time scale, responsible for the observed dissip-
ativeresponsex0(W)andthehighfrequencydecreaseofx9(W)related
through a Debye-type frequency dependence. This second temper-
ature independent time scale in the ns range may be related to the
diffusion time through the N segment. On the theory side, this calls
for finding a relaxation time scale of the order of the diffusion time,
whichdoesnotnaturallyshowupinthefrequencydependentUsadel
equationsin
21.Wealsoshowthatthephasedependentdynamicsofa
N wire between S reservoirs is fundamentally different from the
dynamics of the same N wire between normal reservoirs. These
measurements revealing the dynamics of the Andreev states could
be extended to a wide range of SNS systems where the N part may
be a semiconducting nanowire, a carbon nanotube, or a graphene
ribbon.
Methods
Resonatorandmeasurementofthesusceptibilityofthering.Theresonatorismade
oftwo parallel superconducting Nb meander lines (2 mmwide, LR520 cmlong, and
4mmapart,seeFig.1)onasapphiresubstrate[12].OnelineisweaklycoupledtoaRF
generator via a small on chip capacitance, adjusted to preserve the high Q of the
resonator(80000at20mK),theotheroneisgrounded.Theresonanceconditionsare
LR~ nln
2 , where n is an integer and ln the electromagnetic wavelength. The
fundamental resonance frequency f1 is 365 MHz. We were able to detect more than
30harmonics. Theresonatorisenclosed in a goldplatedstainless-steel box,shielding
itfrom electromagnetic noise, and cooled to mK temperature. The high Q ensures an
extreme sensitivity:
df
f *dQ{1*10{9, enabling very accurate ac impedance
measurements of mesoscopic objects. This technique inspired by experiments
performed at lower frequency on short Josephson junctions
27,28 was previously
employedincontactlessmeasurementsofpurelynormal(N)AharonovBohmrings.
12
A single NS ring gives more signal than 10
4 N rings, for two reasons: First, the
supercurrent in an NS ring is g times larger than the persistent current in a N ring of
the same size as the N wire. Second, the length of the S wire can be adjusted to
optimizethering/resonatorcoupling.Thedcfluxdependentsusceptibilityisdeduced
from the flux induced variations in the resonance frequencies and inverse quality
factors dfn(Wdc) and dQ{1
n Wdc ðÞ of the resonator:
dfn
fn
~{
1
2
kn
M2
L
x’m, d
1
Qn
~kn
M2
L
x’’m: ð7Þ
Here L~0:15mH is the resonator inductance, the mutual inductance between the
ringand thetworesonatorlines wasM,5pHand 0.2pHfor the largeandthe small
rings, respectively, and kn accounts for the spatial dependence of the ac field
amplitude at frequency fn.
SNS junctions using a focused ion beam. The superconducting electrodes on both
sides of the Au wire are made from W nanowires deposited using a focused Ga ion
beam (FIB) to decompose a tungstene carbonyle vapor. The superconducting
transition temperature of these W wires is 4 K, their critical current is 1 mA, and
critical field is greater than 7 T.
29 The superconducting gap measured by scanning
tunneling spectroscopy
30 is D 5 0.8 meV. This technique provides a good NS
interface, thanks to the light etching concomitant to the W deposition. We have
checked thatSNSjunctionsfabricated usingthis technique exhibitsupercurrentsand
Shapiro steps comparable to long SNS junctions made with more conventional
techniques.
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